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Abstract
Cluster schedulers today rely on generalized heuristics with extensive manual
tuning. This can be costly: they may run computations inefficiently or unnecessarily
leave resources idle. We introduce Decima, a system that uses reinforcement
learning to automatically train scheduling policies for high-level objectives without
encoding human-engineered heuristics. Off-the-shelf RL techniques, however,
cannot handle the complexity and scale of the scheduling problem. To build
Decima, we had to develop new representations for jobs’ dependency graphs,
design scalable RL models, and invent new RL training methods for continuous
job arrivals. Our prototype integration with Spark shows that Decima outperforms
existing heuristics by at least 21% and the default Spark scheduler by 3.1×.
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Introduction

Efficient utilization of the expensive compute clusters matters for enterprises: even small improvements in utilization can save millions of dollars at scale [2, §1.2]. Cluster schedulers are key to
realizing these savings. A good scheduling policy packs work tightly to reduce fragmentation [7, 8,
20], prioritizes jobs according to high-level metrics such as user-perceived latency [21], and avoids
inefficiencies due to incorrect job configurations [6].
Current cluster schedulers, however, rely on heuristics that prioritize generality, ease of understanding,
and straightforward implementation over achieving the ideal performance on a specific workload.
In this paper, we show that modern deep reinforcement learning (RL) techniques can help side-step
this trade-off by automatically learning highly efficient, workload-specific scheduling policies. We
present Decima, a general-purpose scheduling service for data processing jobs with dependent stages.
We focus on these jobs for two reasons: (i) many systems encode job stages and their dependencies
as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) [1, 3, 10, 22]; and (ii) scheduling DAGs is a hard algorithmic
problem whose optimal solutions are intractable and difficult to capture in good heuristics [8].
Decima uses a neural network to encode its scheduling policy; it trains this policy network through a
large number of simulated experiments, where it schedules a workload, observes the outcome, and
gradually improves its policy (Figure 1a). To apply RL to complex cluster scheduling problems,
however, we had to solve several key challenges.
First, standard neural networks require flat, numerical vectors as inputs, but the inputs to the scheduler
are DAGs with attributes attached to nodes and edges. We developed a new embedding technique for
mapping job DAGs with arbitrary size and shape to vectors that neural networks can process. Our
approach builds upon recent work on learning graph embeddings [4, 5, 11], but is tailored to the
scheduling domain. For example, existing embeddings cannot capture path-based properties such as
a DAG’s critical path, and we created new embedding methods for this purpose.
Second, cluster schedulers must scale to hundreds of jobs with thousands of machines. This makes
for a significantly larger RL problem than typical game-play tasks, both in terms of the amount of
information available to the scheduler (the state space), and the number of choices it must make
(the action space). We therefore had to design a scalable RL formulation. Specifically, our neural
network architecture processes any number of jobs with the same underlying parameters. We also
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Figure 1: (a) In Decima’s RL framework, a scheduling agent observes the cluster state to decide on a scheduling
action to invoke on the environment (the cluster), and receives a reward based on a high-level objective. The
agent uses a graph embedding to turn job DAGs into vectors for policy neural networks, which output actions. To
process DAGs, Graph embedding transforms raw information each node of job DAGs into a vector representation.
This example shows two steps of (b) local message passing and (c) two levels of summarizations.

factor actions into separate models for (i) picking a stage to schedule, and (ii) configuring the job’s
parallelism, which significantly reduces model complexity compared to a naïve action encoding.
Third, continuous, streaming job arrivals introduce undesirable variance that the conventional RL
training approaches cannot tolerate [18, §3.7]. This variance exists because conventional RL training
algorithms cannot tell whether two reward feedbacks differ due to different underlying job arrival
patterns, or due to the quality of the learned scheduling policy’s decisions. To counter this effect,
we build upon recent work on new RL training techniques for variance reduction in settings with
stochastic inputs [15]. By conditioning training feedback on the actual sequence of job arrivals
experienced, we isolate the contributions of the scheduling policy in the overall feedback, making it
feasible to learn policies that handle continuous job arrivals.
We integrated Decima with Spark [22] and evaluated it on both an experimental testbed and an
industrial workload trace. Our experiments (§3) show that Decima outperforms existing heuristics on
a 25-node Spark cluster, reducing average job completion time of TPC-H queries by 21% or more.
The rest of this paper will present an overview of Decima’s design (§2) and highlights of experimental
findings (§3). Further design details and experiments appear in the longer version of this paper [14].

2

Design

This section describes Decima’s design, structured according to how it address the three aforementioned challenges: scalable graph embedding, encoding scheduling decisions as actions, and RL
training with continuous stochastic job arrivals.
Spark scheduling problem. A Spark job consists of a DAG whose nodes are dependent stages.
Each stage represents an operation that the system can run in parallel. A stage becomes runnable as
soon as all parent stages have completed. How many tasks of a stage can run in parallel depends on
the number of executors that the stage holds. A scheduler must therefore handle two kinds of actions:
(i) deciding which stage to run next and (ii) deciding how many executors to give to each stage.
RL formulation. On scheduling events — e.g., a stage completion (which frees up executors), or a
job arrival (which adds a DAG) — the agent takes as input the current state of the cluster and outputs
a scheduling action. The reward is derived from the run time objective. For example, to minimize
average job completion time (JCT), the corresponding reward is −τ × J at each time step, where τ is
the absolute time (in seconds) since last action and J is the number of jobs in the system [13]. To
train, we use standard policy gradient methods (e.g., A3C [17]) with a high-fidelity Spark simulator.
Scalable graph embedding. On each state observation, Decima converts the DAGs (of arbitrary
shapes and sizes) to vectors using graph embedding. Our method is based on graph convolutional
neural networks [11], but it is customized for scheduling. Given the vectors xiv of raw features
for the nodes in DAG Gi , Decima builds a per-node embedding (Gi , xiv ) 7−→ eiv . The result eiv
captures information from all nodes reachable from v (i.e., v’s child nodes, their children, etc.). To
achieve this, Decima propagates information from children to parent nodes in a sequence of message
passing steps (Figure 1b). In each message passing step, a node v whose children have aggregated
messages
from all of their
hP
i children (shaded nodes in Figure 1b) computes its own embedding as:
ev = g
w∈ξ(v) f (ew ) + xv , where f (·) and g(·) are non-linear transformations over vector
inputs implemented as neural networks, and ξ(v) denotes the set of v’s children. The same non-linear
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Figure 2: (a) For each node v in job i, the node selection network uses the message passing summary eiv , DAG
summary yi and global summary z to compute a priority score qiv used to sample a node. (b) Decima’s policy
for jointly sampling a node and parallelism limit is implemented as the product of a node distribution, computed
from graph embeddings, and a limit distribution, computed from the DAG summaries.

transformations f (·) and g(·) at all nodes, and in all message passing steps. Notably, combining two
non-linear transforms f (·) and g(·) enables Decima to express a wide variety of aggregation functions.
For example, if f and g are identity transformations, the aggregation sums the child node embeddings;
if f ∼ log(·/n), g ∼ exp(n × ·) and n → ∞, the aggregation takes the maximum of the child node
embeddings. The graph embedding also includes a summary of all node features for each DAG,
{(xiv , eiv ), v ∈ Gi } 7−→ yi ; and a global summary across all DAGs, {y1 , y2 , . . .} 7−→ z (Figure 1c).
Encoding scheduling decisions as actions. Decima decomposes scheduling decisions into a series
of two-dimensional actions, which output (i) a stage designated to be scheduled next, and (ii) a cap on
the maximum allowed parallelism for that stage’s job. At each scheduling event, Decima passes the
processed vectors from graph embedding as input to the policy network (Figure 2a), which outputs
of a composite action hv, li i of a stage v and a maximum level of parallelism li for v’s job i. Here,
we augmented Decima’s node-selection action space to explicitly include a parallelism limit. The
limit specifies a bound in {1, 2, . . . , N }, where N is the total number of executors. However, naive
augmentation would require O(D × N ) possible actions, where D is total number of nodes, adding
prohibitive complexity with tens of thousands of executors. We exploit a basic insight to achieve
the same effective parallelism control with only O(D + N ) actions: parallelism levels of individual
nodes can be unrestricted so long as the parallelism for the overall job is controlled (Figure 2b).
Therefore, the probability of choosing a node and a limit at state st can be simplified as:
P (node, limit|st ) = P (node|st ) × P (limit|node, st ) = P (node|st ) × P (limit|job, st ).
Handling continuous stochastic job arrivals. Training Decima for continuous job arrivals creates
two challenges. First, the standard RL objective of maximizing the expected sum of rewards is not
PN
a good fit. For a set of N jobs J1 , J2 , . . . , JN , the standard objective minimizes E[ i=1 T (Ji )],
where T (·) denotes the completion time of a job. However, with continuous job arrivals, our real
objective is to minimize the average job completion time over a large time horizon, i.e., to minimize
PN
E[limN →∞ i=1 T (Ji )/N ]. Thus, we use an alternative RL formulation that optimizes for the
average reward in problems with an infinite time horizon [9, 18, §10.3, §13.6]. Operationally, this
formulation replaces the standard reward with a differential reward: at every step t, the agent receives
the reward rt − r̂, where rt is the standard reward at time t and r̂ is a moving average of the rewards
rt across a large number of previous time steps (across many training iterations). We refer the readers
to Sutton and Barto [18, §10.3] for details on how this approach optimizes average reward.
Second, different job arrival patterns have a large impact on the reward feedbacks. Since this variance
is due to randomness in the job arrival process, not the quality of scheduling decisions, it adds
significant noise to the reward and distorts the policy gradient estimation. To account for the variance,
we build upon recently-proposed variance reduction techniques for “input-driven” environments [15].
Specifically, we use “input-dependent” baselines that are customized for each instance of the job
arrival sequence used in training. To implement these input-dependent baselines, the RL agent
schedules the same job arrival sequence multiple times (i.e., multiple rollouts) during training. For the
same job arrival sequence, we synchronously terminate all rollouts at the same step τ , where we draw
τ randomly from a (memoryless) geometric distribution. We then compute the baseline by averaging
over the rollouts of that particular job arrival sequence. This method accounts for the variance caused
by different job arrival sequences, significantly improving the quality of policy gradients.

3

Experiments

We first analyze and understand how Decima compares with other heuristic based scheduler by
visualizing a small set of job schedules. We illustrate this by running a mix of 10 randomly chosen
3
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Figure 3: Decima improves average JCT of 10 randomly sample TPC-H queries by 45% over Spark’s naïve
FIFO scheduler, and by 19% over a fair scheduler on a cluster with 50 task slots (executors). Different queries in
different colors; vertical red lines are job completions; purple indicates the idle period.
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Figure 4: (a) Decima’s learned scheduling policy achieves 21%–3.1× better average JCT than baseline
algorithms for 100 batches of 20 concurrent TPC-H jobs in a real Spark cluster. (b) Streaming job arrival of 1,000
TPC-H jobs over 12 hours, Decima achieves 29% better average JCT than the best heuristic (other heuristics are
not stable) and (c) has fewer active jobs at most points in time while (d) maintaining similar resource utilization.

TPC-H [19] queries on a Spark cluster with 50 parallel task slots. Figure 3 visualizes the schedules
imposed by (3a) Spark’s default FIFO scheduling; (3b) a shortest-job-first (SJF) policy that strictly
prioritizes short jobs; (3c) a more realistic, fair scheduler that dynamically divides task slots between
jobs; and (3d) a scheduling policy learned by Decima. We measure average job completion time
(JCT). Decima achieves speedup over all comparing schemes (i) by completing short jobs quickly,
as five jobs finish in the first 40 seconds; and (ii) by maximizing parallel-processing efficiency.
Specifically, SJF dedicates all task slots to the smallest job to finish it early (but inefficiently). By
better controlling parallelism, Decima reduces the JCT by 30% compared to SJF. Further, unlike fair
scheduling, Decima partitions task slots non-uniformly across jobs, improving the JCT by 19%.
We then run a large set of TPC-H jobs with two arrival processes: (i) batched, in which a batch of
multiple jobs arrives, and (ii) continuous, in which jobs arrivals follow a stochastic process. For batch
arrivals, we randomly sample 20 jobs from six different input sizes (2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 GB),
producing a heavy-tailed distribution: 23% of the jobs contain 82% of the total work. The comparing
heuristics are variants of SJF-based and fair-sharing based schedulers that are optimized for this
experiment (details in [14]). Figure 4a shows a cumulative distribution of the average JCT achieved
over 100 experiments. Decima outperforms all baseline algorithms and improves the average JCT by
21% over the closest heuristic (“opt. weighted fair”). This comes because Decima prioritizes jobs
better, assigns efficient executor shares to different jobs, and leverages the job DAG structure.
For continuous job arrivals, We randomly sample 1,000 TPC-H jobs, and model their arrival as a
Poisson process with an average inter-arrival time of 25 seconds. The resulting cluster load is about
85%. We record all job durations, and, in 10-second intervals, the concurrent number of jobs and
the executor usage. We train Decima using both the average reward and synchronized termination
techniques (§2) and evaluate with an unseen sequence of job arrivals. A busy period 8 hours into
the experiment causes some scheduling policies to fall behind as they cannot finish jobs fast enough.
Figure 4b shows the results for Decima and the only baseline algorithm that can keep up (“opt.
weighted fair”). Decima achieves a 29% better JCT than the carefully-tuned weighted fair scheduler.
Moreover, Decima uses the executors more efficiently: it has a higher executor usage (Figure 4d) and
consistently maintains a lower active job count (Figure 4c) as it completes jobs sooner.

4

Conclusion

Decima demonstrates that automatically learning complex cluster scheduling policies using reinforcement learning is feasible, and that the learned policies are flexible and efficient. Decima’s learning
innovations, such as its graph embedding technique and the training framework for streaming, may
be applicable to other systems that involves processing DAGs (e.g., query optimization [12], device
placements [16]). We will open-source Decima, our models, and our experimental infrastructure.
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